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I should mention at the outset that I have never been especially fond of Laura Owens's work, and have
for long been baffled by the widespread support it found almost immediately out here in Los Angeles and
now elsewhere as well. In fact, I remember thinking that the paintings that comprised her first solo outing
at the Rosamund Felsen Gallery in 1995 exemplified all the worst aspects of socalled '90s art. Products of
a calculated slackerish neglect or plain incompetence, the lot of them seemed like unpromising beginnings
inexplicably propped up as finished product. Colliding hyperinflated ambition with what looks like the
complete lack thereof in a manner that was quickly becoming codified as the reigning mode of the
moment, her consistently oversized canvases recalled the epic, SenSurround aspirations of earlier
schools of American abstraction. They nodded in passing to both painterly and postpainterly varieties, but
without the slightest trace of their original "purposiveness," to borrow a term from Kant. A much more
wanton and flaccid sensibility prevailed here; an emphatically girlish regime of cutesypie color and teeny
weeny form. Febrile gesture would trail off toward doodling indeterminacy or dissolution, to be sopped up
by patches of canvas left bare, or just barely tinted with pigment. No strong argument anywhere in sight

for mastering the medium or surface, large portions of which were simply ignored and then set off against
compact areas of heightened fuss, where paint was raised in pimply daubs and straightfromthetube
spurts into dense topographic clusters. The way it was painted wreaked havoc with even the broadest,
most generous configurations of the Greenbergian grid.
Greenberg would have been appalled at this work, no doubt, but to label it thereby critical or even
challenging would be to greatly overstate the point. The point to be made here is, rather, that this last
comment about painting no longer reads critically itself, which only goes to show how quickly and
completely the discourse of art, and in particular painting, has shifted since the time of my own education
in the '80s. To claim that Owens's consciousness of this discourse was from the first moment willfully dim
is not necessarily such a bad thing any longer; nor should we presume her naive, necessarily, for applying
such a light touch to as weighty a matter as painting. Perhaps she has recognized that history simply
comes with the territory, and that all of the big statements the painters of my own generation felt
compelled to make at every opportunity (concerning the impact of outlying technologies, for starters) have
been well and truly absorbed by now, and require no further attention from her. To take up a painterly
practice in this day and age is to position oneself, more or less automatically, in relation to all the big
statements ever made on the subject. This will happen regardless of what one actually chooses to do
therethat is, whatever one chooses to do to any particular painting will to some extent be done to
painting in general. It is one of the great benefits of this medium's untimely status that it allows for instant
immersion in a rich historical dialogue, once all of the initial propositions have already been established.
Owens acknowledges this potential by shrugging it off. This is what her contribution consists ofa gesture
that is partly oblivious, partly tactical, and delivered without a trace of arrogance or irony.
Clearly, she is interested neither in pushing painting forward or regressing it in any pointed manner, nor
does she appear to hesitate between these two options. Here and there, a kind of selfreflexivity begins to
take shapesome vague incentive aimed at blocking the experience of airy space these large canvases
naturally evoke, or turning it inside out by recourse to the various miseenabyme, picturewithinpicture
tropes that Surrealism has made so familiarbut these tendencies are inevitably abandoned before any
sort of explicit articulation can occur. On a more flattering note, one could say that her works actively
perform a "resistance to language," as Jeremy GilbertRolfe once put it, by continually reneging on the
readings that they themselves initiate. One is indeed hard pressed to categorize them in even the
broadest terms, be they "abstract" or "representational," or (again) caught inbetween. Like so much of
the painting that came out of the '80s, they pursue "representational" means toward "abstract" ends, and
vice versa, but this catchall explanation hardly brings us much closer to grasping what really is or is not at
stake here. Because, over and above this play with flipflopping categories, it is her absolute indifference
to any consistent method or strategy that stands out in the end.
It would have been difficult to determine at such an early stage in the game that laxity was itself
emerging as a viable program, that it could be approached with some degree of rigor, and in effect would
be subsequently refined and even perfected in its effectswhich points either to the extreme foresight or
the gullibility of collectors in this town (another baffling matter). At any rate, this possibility has been amply
fulfilled with her most recent show at ACME. If Owens was from the start eager to throw off the archaic
weight and gravitas of her chosen practice, then the pastoral course she chose to follow here has
provided the ideal way outdown a quaint country road, past a pond of deep oceanic blue, and a
succession of trees that remain charming even in their most twisted complexity. One of these just barely
emerges from its white gessoed background like an underpainting for a watercolor; a faint morning vision,

but also a supremely precarious pictorial construct, poised on an act of counterbravura almost equal in its
tentative openness to the integrated allover mastery that once characterized Abstract Expressionism, for
instance. I do not mean by this to suggest any sort of exotic talent for finessing "the bad" into "the good,"
because this is scrupulously avoided here as a last vestige of painterly agonism that has no place in this
experience of crude and easy joy.
It has taken me some time to find the value in this work. It has everything to do with this facility purged
of aggression, an ease that does seem to come easily but is at the same time hardwon because it is
rooted in a logic of sacrificeof talent, skill, and even to some extent intelligence; all of the things that must
go if one is to maintain an authentically experimental attitude. The public loves these paintings because
they continue to surprise, and it is as simple as that in the end. Owens revitalizes her archaic medium
without trickery or outlandishness, which is surprising in itself. Painting returns here as painting, as
painting about itself as well as something else. In these scenes of a somewhat toofriendly nature, she
has found the perfect counterpart to her rigorously unsophisticated technique. Converting their modest
charms to the massive scale and materiality of an authentically painterly experience, with all of its
privileged connections to "the real" still intact, I am reminded of a Walter Benjamin quote concerning
storybook illustration as a "wall (that) opens up," revealing "more brightly colored walls ... behind it."
Benjamin found in the best storybook pictures a gentle purpose that lies well out of the reach of more
conventional painting. Essentially edenic, he describes their "fantastic play" of color and line as "the home
of memory without yearning." I suspect that this is precisely what Laura Owens's paintings show us as
well.
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